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Design
Create a better experience for all.

Build

Precise factory-made modules enable better
asset management, optimizing your investment.

Install

Product arrives at the jobsite pre-made and ready
for installation, helping you stay operable during
renovations and open faster in new construction.

StudioCraft has the expertise to create nearly any architectural or
furniture solution to meet your needs. We deliver the exact designs
you desire with our custom multi-material fabrication capabilities.

Need a non-standard furniture solution?
StudioCraft will meet you where you are in the design process.
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Driving Efficiency Through Custom Design
How StudioCraft Helped a Law Firm Create an
Efficient Employee Experience with Custom Desk Design
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Project Description
When you work in a relationship-based field like law, creating a great employee
experience is a key differentiator. To help one of the top 50 law firms in the
US achieve this, we outfitted stunning administrative offices with desks that
combine the performance and efficiency of standard office systems furniture
with a custom look and feel. The goal was to transform their real estate into a
tool for helping the firm build credibility and trust with clients.

Process
Our challenge was working with the dealer to build fully modular, heightadjustable workstations with custom cabinetry. The finishes we used would
need to match the manufacturer’s finishes exactly. And the resulting design
would need to enhance productivity for the staff and achieve the upscale
aesthetic the law firm needed to entice clients.

Solution
To help boost employee efficiency, we crafted desks with cabinets that feature
in- and out-boxes, drawers, and cubbies where employees can store work
supplies and personal items. These cabinets are clad in Cambria™ quartz that
surrounds back-painted glass facades. This detail lends a bright, refined look
to the office.

About StudioCraft
StudioCraft’s team of educated
craftspeople—most with degrees in
furniture design or fine arts—respect
the details. Our track record of
custom work demonstrates purposeful
design, professional engineering,
and precise manufacturing, all of
which results in exceptional products
backed by impeccable service.

We also helped our dealer partner ensure a seamless aesthetic by extending the
cladding on the sides of the desks where the connector covers would typically
be placed. Made from Chemetal™, these panels enhance the sophisticated
design aesthetic in the space.
The law firm now has beautiful, highly efficient administrative offices that have
the flexibility and performance of typical systems furniture but with an elevated
design only StudioCraft can offer.
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